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Many of the classical theorems for the Bernoulli numbers, particularly those 
congruences needed in the study of irregular primes, follow easily from the 
existence of the (p - 1)st roots of unity in the ring of p-adic integers. Proofs 
are given for the von Staudt-Clausen theorem, the theorem of J. C. Adams, the 
Friedmann-Tamarkine congruence, a theorem of Vandiver, special cases of the 
congruences of Voronoi, Kummer,andCarlitz,and the congruences of E.Lehmer. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let p be a prime, and let U denote the group of units of the ring 2, of 
p-adic integers. If V is the subgroup of U consisting of the ( p - 1)st roots 
of unity, then V, being a finite multiplicative subgroup of an integral 
domain, is cyclic and has order p - 1. From the formula for the sum of 
a geometric series, it follows that, for r > 1, 
In this paper we deduce many of the important classical theorems and 
congruences for the Bernoulli numbers directly from Eq. (1). The paper is 
reasonably self-contained and provides ready access to all of the fundamen- 
tal congruences which have arisen in the study of irregular primes. The 
history of these congruences spans well over a century and the results are 
scattered throughout the literature. The presentation here not only 
gathers these results together, but it also shows how they can be proved 
from common, p-adic considerations. 
In the next section we derive from Eq. (1) a fundamental equation for 
the Bernoulli numbers and use it to obtain immediately the von Staudt- 
Clausen theorem, theorems of J. C. Adams and Carlitz, the congruence of 
Friedmann and Tamarkine, and Kummer’s congruence. In Section 3, we 
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show a connection between our theory and a conjecture of Iwasawa on the 
vanishing of the cyclotomic invariant ps . A proof of a special case of 
Voronoi’s congruence and a theorem of Vandiver follows in Section 4. 
These congruences are equivalent and lead to other congruences which 
have been used to compute the irregular primes. In Section 5, we discuss 
the general congruences of Kummer and Carlitz, and in Section 6 we give 
proofs of the important congruences of E. Lehmer. 
Any x in 2, has the p-adic representation 
x = f x,pn, 
IL=0 
where the xn are unique rational integers satisfying 0 < SC, <p for all 
n >, 0. Whenever x is in 2, , we shall try to reserve the subscript notation 
x, to denote the coefficient of pn in the p-adic expansion of x. 
For any rational integer a, 1 < a < p - 1, we let v(a) denote the unique 
element of V satisfying u(a)= a (modp). In particular, we always have, 
then, that v(a)o = a. 
We let eP denote the exponential p-adic valuation on Z, , or on its 
field of quotients, whenever this is appropriate. 
For the sequence of Bernoulli numbers, B, , we use the “even index” 
notation of [l]. The only fact that we shall need about the sequence of 
rational numbers B, is the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula 
(r + 1) nfl a7 = 2 (r f ‘) Br+,-j d + t~‘+l, 
a=1 j=l 
Pa) 
for r, n > 1. If we let it = 1 in Eq. (2a), we obtain the recursive definition 
of the sequence of Bernoulli numbers, 
(2’9 
which is equivalent to Eq. (2a). The usual proof that (2b) implies (2a) 
involves formal power series considerations, but the implication can also 
be proved by induction on n > 1. 
2. SOME CLASSICAL RESULTS 
We write the p-adic expansion for u = u(a) in V as follows: 
m 
u = u(a) = a + t(a)p, t(a) = C u(a),p+l e Z, . (3) 
n-l 
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Expanding the rth power of (3) and using Eq. (2a) with n = p, we obtain 
Equations (1) and (4) combine to give the fundamental formula 
P-1 
87 + 1 Pit(u) 
a=1 
where r >, 1, and ,8,. is defined by 
f4 = [$!+,-1- 1)/r, ; z : ;: 
We shall obtain results about the quotients /?,. by examining Eq. (5) 
module various powers of the primep. 
LEMMA. 




Proof: Clearly, e,( pjlj!) = j - e,(j!). The Lemma follows from the 
well-known result that (p - 1) e,( j!) = j - &,,jn . If j 3 1, then 
C,,Oj, 3 I, giving us the inequality. 
THEOREM l.(u) IfpZ3,then~,~ZZ,forallr~1. 
(b) Ifp 2 3 andp - 1 I r, then pB, + 1 cpZ, . 
(c) 2B, E Z, for all r > 1, and 2B, + 1 E 2Z2 for r = 1 and for r even. 
Proof. Part (b) follows from (a) by the definition of & . The proof is by 
induction on r > 1. The theorem is easily checked for r = 1, 
since BI = -& 
If p > 3, the Lemma implies that e,( pi-‘/j!) > 1 for j >, 2. The induc- 
tion hypothesis then implies that each term indexed by j in Eq. (5) is in 
Z, . But, clearly, p’/(r + 1) r E Z, for r > 2, giving us (a). 
If p = 2, then the Lemma merely gives us that e,( p3-l/j!) > 0. The 
induction hypothesis then implies that 2fi,. E Z, for all r > 1. But in this 
case, p - 1 \ r always, so that the definition of ,f& gives us (c). 
The corollaries below follow immediately from Theorem 1. 
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COROLLARY 1 (von Staudt-Clausen). For k 2 1, Bzk + C,-Ilzlc l/p 
is a rational integer. In particular, the denominator of BSk is exactly the 
product of thoseprimesp such that p - 1 I2k. 
COROLLARY 2 (J. C. Adams). Ifp - 1 T 2k andp@ ) 2k for some g > 1, 
then pg also divides the numerator of Bzk . 
COROLLARY 3 (Carlitz [2]). If pQ(p - l)] 2k for some g > 1, then pg 
also divides the numerator of Bzk: + p-l - 1. 
If p > 5, then the Lemma implies that e,( pj-+‘j!) 3 2 for j 2 3. 
Equation (5) then yields the congruence 
V-l 
/$ -I- c @-It(a) + 5 B,-, = 0 (modp), (6) 
a=1 
forr>2andp>5. 
The following theorem is a trivial consequence of the power series 
deiktition of the sequence B, . We give another proof here, however, which 
depends only upon Eqs. (1) and (2b). 
THEOREM 2. For k > 1, BSk+, = 0. 
Proof. We shall show that the sum in Eq. (6) vanishes (modp) for 
r = 2k + 1 and all primes p such that p - 1 f 2k. For these primes, 
B,-, E Z, and p > 5, so that we may conclude from Eq. (6) that, for 
k > 1, B,,,, = 0 (mod p) for infinitely many primes p. This will establish 
the result. 
We note that v(a)9 = u(a) implies that a’ = a + v(a),p (modp3, so 
that v(a)l is completely determined by the conditions 
44 = (a” - 4/p (mod ~1, 0 < v(ah <P. (7) 
It follows that 
441 + NP - 4 = P - 1, l<a,(p-1. (8) 
Clearly, t(a) = v(a)l (modp), so that, letting m = (p - 1112, we have by 
Eq. (8) 
V-l 
>, a%) = F1 a”“(v(all + v(p - a)3 = - a: ask (modp). 
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But, since p - 1 + UC, 
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2 2 ask = 5’ ask = 0 (modp), 
0-l a=1 
so that the desired sum vanishes (modp), concluding the proof. 
Equation (7) implies that t(a) = aq, (modp), where q. is the so-called 
Fermat quotient: qa = (ap-l - 1)/p. Letting r = 2k in Eq. (6), we obtain 
the following theorem. 
THJZOREM 3. If p 2 5, then 
n-1 
&k + c aakqa = 0 (modp), k > 1. (9) 
Cl=1 
In the case p - 17 2k, Eq. (9) goes back to Friedmann and Tamarkine 
[3], whose proof involved considerations of the greatest integer function 
[xl. If we let wp denote the so-called Wilson quotient, ((p - l)! + 1)/p, 
we have the well-known relation C”&;‘, qa = wg (modp). In the case 
p - 1 I UC, Eq. (9) then yields the congruence /&k: -I- oP = 0 (modp), first 
proved by Carlitz [2]. E. Lehmer 2121 used Kummer’s congruence to prove 
Eq. (9) in the casep - 1 + 2k. Since the approach here has been completely 
independent of Kummer’s congruence, we may deduce it as an immediate 
corollary by the little theorem of Fermat. 
COROLLARY (Kummer’s Congruence). If p > 5, then 
Ak = rBak+D-l (mod PI. 
In the casep - 17 2k, the importance of this congruence is well known. 
Its use has been essential in all known proofs of the existence of intiitely 
many irregular primes. 
We note in closing this section that, since & = 4, Eqs. (8) and (9) imply 
the interesting congruence 
48 5 au(a)* E 1 (modp), p > 5. 
a=1 
This congruence can be used as a check in any actual computation of the 
numbers v(l), = 0, o(2), ,..., u@z)~ . The present author [7,22] has found 
good reason to compute these numbers for the irregular primes, and in 
fact he has done so for the irregular primes p < 30000. 
641/7/z-10 
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3. THE CYCLOTOMIC INVARIANT ,u~ OF IWASAWA 
We first prove a generalization of Eq. (9) in the case p - 17 2k. 
THEOREM 4. If p - 1~ 2k, then 
sv 041 lJ2k-L = 0 (modp) (10) 
for all p-adic units u E U. 
Proof. If u = 1, the result is included in Theorem 3. For general 
u E U, we change the variable from v to v(uJ v in the sum for the case 
u = 1. Clearly, (v(r+,) v),, = u,,vO (modp), and a computation shows that 
(v(uo) 4 = (~4 + (4~~)~ - ul) v,j (modp). Hence, 
c 
v v2k-1 = U2k--1 
10 -0 zv 04, vik-l + y,""-'@<uJ, - ul> sv vik (mod PI. 
VEV 
Butj since p - l{ 2k, the last sum vanishes (mod p), proving the theorem, 
Iwasawa [4-61 has shown that the cyclotomic invariant pP > 0 if and 
only if there exists an even index 2k, 2 < 2k <p - 3, such that 
zv cuvjll v2k-1 = 0 (modp) (11) 
for all p-adic units u E U and for .a11 n 3 1. Theorem 4 shows that the 
first of these conditions (i.e., the case n = 1) is merely equivalent to the 
condition that B21, = 0 (mod,p) for some 2k, 2 < 2k < p - 3 (in other 
words, that p be an irregular prime). No further restrictions may be derived 
from Eq. (11) with n = 1 by making various choices for the p-adic unit 
UE u. 
The present author [7,22] has shown that p, = 0 for all p < 30000 by 
deriving congruences from Eq. (11): for IZ ‘2 1,2 and then showing by an 
involved machine computation that these congruences fail to hold. 
Theorem 4 shows that the congruences derived from (11) with n = 2 were 
indeed needed to establish these results. It also implies that any proof 
of the conjecture that pP = 0 for all primes p which relies on the conditions 
of (11) must in fact employ these congruences with values of n 3 2. 
4. VORONOI’S CONGRUENCE AND AYTHEOREM OF VANDIVER 
Some of the previous results ,of this paper are shown in [17] to follow 
from a fundamental congruence of Voronoi-which dates back to 1889. 
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In this section, we use the formula of Theorem 4 to prove a special case of 
Voronoi’s congruence. We then show that this result is equivalent to a 
theorem of Vandiver, which historically led to some of the fundamental 
congruences used to compute the irregular primes. 
THEOREM 5 (Voronoi). If p - 1 f 2k and b is a positive integer such 
that p r b, then 
(b2k _ 1) !& E @k-l 5’ E] $k-1 (modp). 
a=1 
(12) 
Proof. Since p 7 b, we can consider b to be a p-adic unit. By Theorem 4, 
we obtain 
g + b2”-l C (bv), 9-l = 0 (mod p). 
8EV 
We multiply the case b = 1 by b2” and subtract the above to obtain 
(p - 1) 2 s b2”-l zV ((bv), - bv,) v2k-1 (mod p). 
The result follows by noting that 
(bv), - bvl = blvO + [*] = [+] (modp). 
For p = 3 (mod 4), we choose b = 2 and 2k = (p 4 I)/2 in Eq. (12) 
to obtain the congruence 
%+I)/2 -- -(‘2’” ($) (modp), 
(P + u/2 - 
where (a/p) denotes the Legendre symbol. The sum above cannot vanish, 
since it contains an odd number of terms, each of which is f I. Hence 
B(P+1),2 + 0 (modp) if p = 3 (mod 4), one of the few general results 
which seems to be known along these lines. It is well known (cf. [I, 
p. 346]), moreover, that the sum above is related to the class number h(-p) 
of the quadratic field Q( 1/-p). The congruence above proves that 
W,+W~ = -4-p) (mod ~1, 
a result first established by Friedmann and Tamarkine [3]. 
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If we denote [bu/p] by j - 1 in Eq. (12), so that we have the inequality 
(j - 1)p < ba < jp, then we obtain 
(b2k - 1) !!$ 3 b-1 i 0’ _ 1) c aek-l (mod p). 
j=l (i-l)~<bo<jp 
Since p - l{ 2k - 1, then Cz: azn-l = 0 (modp), so that 
(b2k - 1) J!$ G b2k-1 i (j - 1 _ b) 
j=l 
C u2k-1 (mod p). 
(i-l)p<ba<iP 
This proves the following. 
THEOREM 6 (Vandiver). 
that p f b, then 
If p - 1~ 2k and b is a positive integer such 
b [1zdbl 
(1 - ZP) g = b2k-1 c c u2k-1 (modp). 
j=l o-l 
(13) 
Vandiver [18,20] has given two other proofs of congruence (13). By 
choosing b = 2, 3,4, and 6 in either (12) or (13) (which are equivalent), 
we can obtain the congruence 
(49-2k + 39-2” _ 69-2” _ 1) !$ s c a2k-1 (modp). 
epxa<9/4 
A special case of this congruence dates back to Mirimanoff [13]. It was 
proved in general by Stafford and Vandiver [16], and it also appears as an 
exercise on Voronoi’s congruence in [17]. The congruence has been 
important in the computational work on the Fermat Conjecture by 
Vandiver and others [7,9,11,14-16, 19-221 over the past half-century. 
These various authors have used this congruence to compile tables of the 
irregular primes. They then proceeded to test the validity of Fermat’s 
Last Theorem for all exponents less than various upper bounds by means 
of certain criteria developed by Vandiver. 
5. THE GENERAL CONGRUENCES OF KUMMER AND CARLITZ 
I f  Xl , x2, %I ,***, is a sequence in any ring, we define the sequence of 
nth-order differences as follows: 
and 
Lloxi = xi , A?$ = xi+1 - xi , 
for n > 2. 
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The following elementary properties for these differences are well known: 
(a) Anxi = i (- 1)-t ( : ) x~+~ ; 
t=o 
(b) d”(xiy,) = f ( :) (AI~x&O’+~~~+J (Leibniz’ rule); 
t=o 
(c) if xi is defined for all i by a polynomial in i of degree < n, then 
Anxi = 0. 
We now prove the following general congruences. 
THEOREM 7. Let the sequence of p-adic integers Xi be defined by xi = 
&+i(g--l) . Then, for p > II + 3 and 2k > n > 1, 
Anxi = 0 (modp”). 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on n, the case n = 1 having been 
proved already as the Corollary to Theorem 3. We assume n > 2 and use 
Eq. (5) with r = 2k + i(p - 1). We show that the linear combination 
d”yi vanishes (mod p”) for each term yi in Eq. (5) other than the est. 
For the second term, it’s enough to let yi = (up-l)i, where 1 G a < p - 1. 
By (a) we have that 
A*Y, = i (-I)“-t ( y ) (UP--l)i+t = (up-1 - 1)” a(P-l)i st 0 (modp”). 
t=o 
We next deal with the terms indexed by j for 2 <j < n, recalling that 
n < 2k. First, we consider terms of the form (j!)-lpj-‘p(i) zi , where p(i) 
is a polynomial in i of degree j - 1 and zi = (ap-l)i or zi = jgzn+l-j+i(P-l). 
Since j < n < p, it follows that p 7 j! . Using (b) and (c), we see that 
Anp(i) zi = ‘2 ( : ) A”p(i) An-‘Zi+t . 
t=o 
It suffices to show that An-‘Zi+t = 0 (modp”-j+l) for 0 < t < j - 1. In 
the case zi = (ap-l)i, the proof has been given above. For 
-5 = t%+1-*f&-l) 9 
the result follows by the induction hypothesis if t 3 1. For t = 0, we 
simply note that the induction hypothesis also implies that 
A”zi = Ai-l(A”-j+lzi) E 0 (modpn-i+l). 
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Now, if p - 1 12k + 1 - j, we also must contend with expressions 
of the form (j!)-l pj-“p(i)(p - l), where this time p(i) is a polynomial in i 
of degree j - 2. The assumption j < it, however, implies that bp(i) = 0 
by (6. 
We dispose of the remaining terms in Eq. (5) as follows. Since 
p > II + 3, the Lemma implies that 
e,(pj-l/j!) 3 n + 1, for j 3 n + 2 
and 
e,(pj-l/j!) > II, for j=n+l. 
By Theorem 1, then, the only remaining term of Eq. (5) which might not 
vanish (mod p”) is composed of terms of the form 
(2k)(2; _ n) n y 1 P”-YPB2lc-n)* ( 1 
This poses a problem only ifp - 1 12k - n. By Theorem 1, we have that 
pBsk.+ 5 - 1 (mod p) in this case. Thus, in dlayi , this term takes the form 
p(i)@ + I)!-lpn-l (modp”), where p(i) is a polynomial in i of degree 
n - 1. But then, by (c), bp(i) = 0, concluding the proof. 
Theorem 7 was first proved by Kummer [lo] in the case p - 1 f 2k, 
but without the restriction p 3 iz + 3. An elementary proof based on 
Voronoi’s congruence appears in Uspensky and Heaslet [17, p. 2661. In 
the case p - 1 1 2k, Theorem 7 was proved by Carlitz [2], but only under 
the restriction 2k < (p - l)(p - 1 - IZ - i). The approach here unifies 
these two results and also removes the restriction which Carlitz found 
necessary to impose upon the index 2k. 
Theorem 7 with n = 2 has been used by the present author [8, 221 to 
investigate the irregular prime divisors of the numerators of the Bernoulli 
numbers. In particular, computations have shown that, for all primes 
p < 30000 for which BzI, = 0 (mod p) for some index 2k, 2 < 2k < p - 3, 
it is never true that pZk z /32k+e--1 (modp2). Iwasawa [4] has shown that 
the above congruences are necessary conditions for the cyclotomic 
invariant pP to be positive, and hence we have been able to conclude 
again that pP = 0 for all primes p < 30000. 
6. THE CONGRUENCES OF E. LEHMER 
In this section, we first generalize Theorem 5, Voronoi’s congruence, 
and then indicate how the generalization may be used to derive the impor- 
tant congruences of E. Lehmer [ 121. The proof of Theorem 8 below follows 
along the lines of the more usual proof of Voronoi’s congruence. 
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THEOREM 8. If p - lf 2k - 2 and b is .a positive integer satisfying 
2<b<p-1,then 
- VP&J-2 ‘il azk-2 [!f]’ (modp2). (14) 
a=1 
Proof. We know that 
P-1 D-l 
c a2k = 
a=1 
zl (44 - t(a)p>"" = zv(v - t(v>p)"", 
where we let t(v) denote t(a) if v = v(a). For 2 < b < p - 1, we change 
the variable from v to v(b) v in the last sum, obtaining 
B-l 
C a2k = 
a=1 
zv (bv, - [+] P)~“. 
The assumption that p - 1 7 2k - 2 implies that p 3 5 and 2k > 4. 
Suppose e,(2k) = g. Using the Lemma and expanding the above, we 
obtain the congruence 
v-1 9-l 
(b2k - 1) C a2k 3 2kpb2fi-1 c $k--1 $ 
a=1 lZ=l i 1 
V-l 
- p2b2k-2 c a2k-2 [$!I’ (mod P”+~). 
a=1 
Similarly, we can deduce from Eq. (2a) that 
9-l 
2 a2k = B,,p (rnod~~+~). 
a=1 
The result follows by combining the two congruences above, dividing by 
2kp, and noting that e,(2kp) = g + 1. 
By choosing b = 2, 3,4, and 6 in Theorem 8, we obtain the following. 
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THEOREM 9 (E. Lehmer). Ifp - l{ 2k - 2, then 
(a) o<zp,2 (P - 2a)2k-1 (mod p2>, 
(b) (32” - 1) 2 = o<~p,3 (P - 3dak-l (modp2h 
(c) (22k - 
B 
‘lc 1)(2=-l + 1) 4k = o<zp,4 (P - 4a)2k-1 (modp3, 
(d) (62k-1 + 32k-1 + 22k-1 - 1) $ = O<zP,B (p - 6~)~&-l (modp2), 
p 2 7. 
Proof. The proofs of (a)-(d) are similar so we provide the details of the 
proof for (b) only, as an example. 
From Theorem 8 and with b = 3, we obtain 
(3 _ 'Jl-2k)TL = C a2k-1+ 2 c a2k-1 
9/8<a<29/3 29/3<o<~ 
_ VP ( C $k---2 + 4 c 
P /3<0<29/3 29/3<(1<9 
@-2) 
(mod p2). 
By changing the variable from a to p - a, we see that 
c 
a2k-1 = 2k 2 ’ p -- C a2k-2 (modp2), 
9/3<0<2P/3 9/3<a<29/3 
and 
c a2k-1 E _ c P-1 + (2k - 1)p c a2k-2 (modp2). 
~P/~<s<P O<O<PJ3 o<ais/a 
ThUS, 
(3 _ 31-Sk) I!$ z -2 oc~p,3 a2k-1 
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_ ,C, ask-2 = 0 (modp). 
Hence, 
(yk _ 1) I!$? z - c (3a)ak-1 + (2k - 1)p c (3a)ak-2 
o<aa/3 O<O<P/3 
= o<zp,a (P- W2k-1 (moWI. 
The present author [8, 221 has used the congruences in Theorem 9 to 
compute various quotients &/2k (modp3 for the irregular primes 
p -C 30000. Theorem 9 also has the following, very important corollary. 
COROLLARY (E. Lehmer): Zf p - 17 2k - 2, then 
2d$p E & c (p - 2a)2k (modp3). 
O<cl<P/Z 
Proof. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 8, ifp - 1~ 2k - 2, then 
&:I ask = gp (modp3). 
By changing the variable from a to p - a in the second half of the sum 
below, we obtain 
.&- Fl ask E &- o~~p,p ask - p c aeke-] 
O-aKPl2 
ask--2 (mod p3). 
Now the last term vanishes, since p - 1 f 2k - 2 implies that 
Hence, 
c a2k-2 = 0 (modp). 
O<O<P/Z 
2ak-1 !$p z & c (2a)9k -p c (2a)““-l 
Wa<9/2 O<O<P/Z 
= & o<j& (WE + Qak - 1) g P (mod p”>, 
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by part (a) of Theorem 9. We then obtain 
!$ip s &‘$2k s & C 
0=1 Q<MP/Z 
(2~)~~ + 22”-1 !$p (mod p3), 
which implies the statement of the Corollary. 
This last congruence has proved to be of vital importance in the search 
for irregular primes. The congruence given at the end of Section 4 is 
useful for this search; one tests for the vanishing (modp) of a sum con- 
taining only about p/12 terms. That congruence may be inconclusive, 
however, if the coefficient of B2*/4k also happens to vanish (modp). In 
that event, the congruence above, taken (modp2), has provided a decisive 
test for irregularity. 
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